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Spring ⁄ Summer 2015
ASCENT

For information on booking appointments  
to view the collection, please contact:
sales@christopherraeburn.co.uk

For further information, please contact:
Exposure Edit
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7907 7130
hugh.gallagher@exposure.net

Art Direction  ⁄ Graphic Design: Régis Tosetti & Simon Palmieri
Catwalk Photography: Catwalking.com 
Film  ⁄ Photography: Sam Scott-Hunter
Styling: Karen Langley (Total Management)
Casting: Nic Burns (Star & Co) 
Models: Kwak, Caroline Davis (Elite)  ⁄  
Carina Lammers (FM)  ⁄  
Auguste, Eveline, Kim (SuPA)  ⁄  Katherine (Viva)  ⁄   
Emilie Elle (Premier)  ⁄  Serena, Melanie, 
Laura Schellenberg (IMG)  ⁄  Kasia (Union) 
Print: White Print Consultants Ltd

 ß FOLLOW uS
Facebook.com/Christopher-Raeburn
Instagram.com/StudioRaeburn
Twitter.com/StudioRaeburn
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15 This season the womenswear 

collection ‘AscenT’ explores the 
lightness and freedom of flight, taking 
inspiration from the myriad of colours, 
shapes and textures found in the 
epic fields of decommissioned aircraft 
that pepper the arid Arizona desert. 
AscenT marks Ræburn’s fifth year at 
London Fashion Week and represents 
the next chapter in an ongoing evolu
tion of femininity underpinned by 
function. A strong focus is placed on 
layering, visually striking prints, 
textures, and oversized but effortlessly 
elegant silhouettes. 

The ongoing commitment to ReMADe 
as a concept is evident in the seasonal 
inspiration, which highlights the 
beauty in the apparently obsolete; this 
ethos continues to guide and influence 
all aspects of Ræburn design, from 
unique fabrications to playful details 
and graphics, exceptional fit and 
considered functionality. 

The ReMADe product offering captures 
the changing landscapes and light
hearted freedom associated with 
flight. Original MIG fighter pilot suits 
have been combined with silk organza 
and reworked into exquisite jackets, 
dresses and separates. The jacket 
features intricate lacing that is woven 
through the front panels and sheer 
organza panels at the back, creating 
a striking but eminently feminine stand 
out style for the season. The matching 
rucksack completes a look that defines 
luxury with integrity. The ReMADe 
section of the collection also offers an 
entirely new take on the signature 
parachute pieces. Oversized parkas 
and shirts feature original seam 
detailing in vibrant spring time pink, 
an unexpected colour and the result 
of Ræburn’s tireless search for original 
fabrics that bring a new energy and 
inspiration to each seasonal concept.

Prints inspired by landscape and 
carto graphy are fast becoming a 
defining feature of the Ræburn 
womenswear aesthetic. This season 
meteorological maps and weather 
patterns have been amalgamated in 
a soft metallic colour palette, enriched 
with injections of blues and pinks 
to create a swirling repeat that glides 
across the garments. The print is 
applied to a number of key styles and 
fabrications including quilted fabric 
used in transseasonal outerwear, 
such as bombers and hooded jackets. 
As always sustainability is considered 
in the design process with eco
PrimaLoft fill used in all quilted styles.

AscenT also features a paper touch 
sunbleached floral print from 
Japanese textile masters Komatsu, 
seen in both outerwear and 
separates; the muted greens and 
browns create a design that bridges 
military camouflage and tropical 
summer print. Both prints in the 
collection are cleverly combined with 
cool Wool to create hybrid hoodies 
and dresses as part of the ongoing 
partnership with The Woolmark 
company. 100% cool Wool trousers, 
shorts and joggers offer a neat 
transition between casual and formal 
wear.

AscenT continues to illustrate 
Ræburn’s commitment to fabric 
in nova tion creating stories through 
texture. 

A light and elegant ripstop cotton 
in antique white appears effortlessly 
distressed, mimicking the beautiful 
erosion that can be seen in the 
decom mis sioned desert aircraft. 
This unique fabrication features 
in light summer staples, such as the 
loose fitted dress and jumpsuit and 
a new oversized bomber.

Dresses and shirts made in a luxurious 
Italian camo cotton showcase 
Ræburn’s ability to play with and 
manipulate texture. An oversized 
parka cocoons the body with feminine 
ease and brings an entirely new 
silhouette to the Ræburn brand.  

Another beautifully textured navy blue 
Italian fabric from Limonta is mixed 
with organza, playing with the concept 
of both covering and revealing 
the body. This unique story features 
exquisite navy shirtdresses and 
cropped evening jackets with elegant 
lines and clean finishes. 

The cover and reveal aesthetic is 
continued in a stand out series of sheer 
organza pieces with strategically 
placed iridescent patches. These 
woven patches are made from 100% 
recycled yarn and applied using heat 
transfer techniques developed in 
partnership with Avery Dennison RBIs. 
eminently accessible and wearable 
jersey joggers, sweats and tshirts 
also feature the heat transfer patches, 
creating a graphic and bold take on 
sportswear classics.

The accessories collection includes 
the iconic Ræburn rucksacks and 
pack away bags, available in seasonal 
colours and fabrications and also 
featuring the Avery Dennison RBIs 
patches. The trademark animal bags 
have been updated to include this 
season’s mascot, the desert tortoise, 
as well as clutches and purses in 
new shapes and sizes, completing a 
uniquely feminine spring collection. 

SS15 – ARR ⁄ Remade Mig Rucksack SS15 – APR ⁄ Patch Rucksack

SS15 – APACR ⁄ Packaway Rucksack SS15 – ATP ⁄ Tortoise Purse SS15 – AMP ⁄ Mutt Purse

SS15 – ATORT ⁄ Tortoise Bag SS15 ⁄ R– Tortoise

SS15 – AAP ⁄ Aeroplane Purse SS15 – APP ⁄ Parachute Purse SS15 – AHP ⁄ Hare Purse

SS15 – AHARE ⁄ Hare Bag

SS15 – APC ⁄ Patch Clutch SS15 – AAC ⁄ Aeroplane Clutch SS15 – APAC ⁄ Parachute Clutch



SS15 – WTB ⁄ Textured Bomber
SS15 – WPS ⁄ Pleat Shorts

SS15 – WCTD ⁄ Contrast T- Shirt Dress

SS15 – WRP ⁄ Remade Parka

SS15 – WCSD ⁄ Contrast Shirt Dress

SS15 – WTS ⁄ T- Shirt
SS15 – WLS ⁄ Long Shorts
SS15 – WLA ⁄ Lightweight Anorak

SS15 – WOP ⁄ Oversized Parka
SS15 – WTS ⁄ T- Shirt
SS15 – WSS ⁄ Short Shorts

SS15 – WOB ⁄ Oversized Bomber
SS15 – WLP ⁄  Lightweight Parka
SS15 – WGD ⁄ Gather Dress

SS15 – WRV ⁄ Remade Vest
SS15 – WRS ⁄ Remade Shorts

SS15 – WRG ⁄ Remade Gilet 
SS15 – WSS ⁄ Short Shorts

SS15 – WRD ⁄ Remade Dress

SS15 – WRCJ ⁄ Remade Cropped Jacket
SS15 – WSS ⁄ Short ShortsSS15 – WOB ⁄  Oversized Bomber

SS15 – WRH ⁄  Remade Hoodie 
SS15 – WSS ⁄  Short Shorts

SS15 – WSD ⁄  Shirt Dress

SS15 – WSJuMP ⁄  Shirt Jumpsuit

SS15 – WCS ⁄ Contrast Shirt
SS15 – WSS ⁄ Short Shorts SS15 – WOP ⁄ Oversized Parka

SS15 – WPC ⁄ Patch Crew
SS15 – WSS ⁄ Short Shorts

SS15 – WQB ⁄ Quilted Bomber
SS15 – WSJ ⁄ Smart Joggers

SS15 – WOPT ⁄ Oversized Patch T- Shirt
SS15 – WPJOG ⁄ Patch Jogger SS15 – WBJP ⁄ Bomber Jumpsuit

SS15 – WGD ⁄  Gather Dress SS15 – WPJ ⁄  Pleat Jacket
SS15 – WRA ⁄   Remade Anorak
SS15 – WSS ⁄  Short Shorts

SS15 – WHH ⁄ Hybrid Hoodie
SS15 – WSJ ⁄ Smart Joggers


